Feynman and Tuva

The XOs travel across Tuva

Renowned physicist Richard Feynman
was quite taken by Tuva. What started as
a joke with his friend Ralph Leighton
became an obsession – a visit to the
distant land of Tannu Tuva. Where's Tuva?
A republic right in the heart of Central
Asia, outside outer Mongolia. My chance
meeting with Ralph led to a lunch
conversation, which led to my inevitable
question to him: “Can we take XOs to
Tuva?” And so it began.

After a brief stint in Kyzyl, the XOs have now headed
to Bulun-Bazhy in southern Tuva, where they are
being put to good use by a bunch of children at the
local school.

Throat singers
Throat singing is a unique style of singing
where the singer produces more than one
note at the same time. Kongar-ol Ondar is
a Tuvan well-known worldwide for his
throat-singing talent. It so happened that
“KK”, Ondar's daughter, was in the San
Francisco area, when we started planning
a OLPC Tuva project. She agreed to carry
back a couple of XOs with her to Tuva.
Perfect!

Measuring notes
Tuvan throat singers can produce multiple notes at the
same time. What better way to “see” this than to put a
OLPC XO laptop to work using the “Measure” activity!
Sure enough, there are two peaks in the singing!

Tuvan
Stacy Borsody and Olga Budu live in the San
Francisco Bay Area. Their talent? They know
Tuvan! So, after a few conversations with them,
they started the translation of Sugar into Tuvan.
The language is written in Cyrillic but is closer to
Mongolian than Russian. Going further, the plan is
to provide XOs that have enough translated strings
in both Russian and Tuvan. It appears that while
Russian may be popular in the capital city, Kyzyl,
its really Tuvan that would help in the countryside.
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